**Corporate Partners**

AdventHealth
GoGo squeeZ*

Jeffrey’s Coffee & Tea Company
Twinings of London*

**Festival Sponsors**

Adventures by Disney
Bacardi
Barry Bros. Strawberries

Alanta
National Garden Bureau

OFF! Repellent
Verdeco
d

**English GUIDEMAP**

**EPCOT INTERNATIONAL FLOWER & GARDEN FESTIVAL**

Plan your day with the FESTIVAL PASSPORT, your guide to the festival, featuring the Garden Rocks™ Concert Series schedule, Outdoor Kitchen menus and more.

Shop from FESTIVAL MERCHANDISE collections at the Marketplace and NEW LOCATIONS: Movie Gear!

**NETHERLANDS**

- Let your taste buds blossom with fresh Tulips from our OUTDOOR KITCHEN, including the NEW! Magnolia Terrace and returning favorites like The Citrus Blossom and Northern Bloom.

Throughout the Park, see TOPARIST™ shaped like beloved Disney Characters and our new Concept: EPCOT’s NEW! Butterfly House and GARDEN! In this area, see the funny, tiny bug in a new concept that will feature Tree of Life, new Centerpiece: Outdoor Escapes revealed to EPCOT’s Guests and OPENING SPRING 2020!

- At the GARDEN ROCKS CONCERT SERIES, enjoy the best looks and performances from America’s Gardens Theatre. See Times Guide.

- Get a look into the exciting new chapter of EPCOT in the NEW! WALL DISNEY IMAGINERING EXPERIENCE, as you immerse yourself in world-class experiences through a 360-degree, highly immersive environment. Don’t forget to EAT AT THE EPCOT EXPERIENCE!

**NETHERLANDS**

**HYDRA**

- Let your taste buds blossom with fresh Tulips from our OUTDOOR KITCHEN, including the NEW! Magnolia Terrace and returning favorites like The Citrus Blossom and Northern Bloom.

- Throughout the Park, see TOPARIST™ shaped like beloved Disney Characters and our new Concept: EPCOT’s NEW! Butterfly House and GARDEN! In this area, see the funny, tiny bug in a new concept that will feature Tree of Life, new Centerpiece: Outdoor Escapes revealed to EPCOT’s Guests and OPENING SPRING 2020!

- At the GARDEN ROCKS CONCERT SERIES, enjoy the best looks and performances from America’s Gardens Theatre. See Times Guide.

- Get a look into the exciting new chapter of EPCOT in the NEW! WALL DISNEY IMAGINERING EXPERIENCE, as you immerse yourself in world-class experiences through a 360-degree, highly immersive environment. Don’t forget to EAT AT THE EPCOT EXPERIENCE!

- Dive into the SEAS WITH NEMO & FRIENDS! where you can join Nemo for a ride through the Big Blue World or The Seas with Nemo & Friends. Attention: have a conversation with Crush and Dory at Turtle Talk With Crush or visit Sebastian, a multilingual underwater observatory built with marine life.